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Abstract.

The Gravity Recoveryand Climate Experiment (GRACE) satellite

mission will resolve temporal variations in gravity orders of magnitude more
accurately and with considerably higher resolution than any existing satellite.
Effects of atmospheric mass over land will be removed prior to estimating the
gravitationalfield, usingsurfacepressurefieldsgeneratedby global weather forecast
centers. To recover the continental hydrological signal with an accuracy of 1
cm of equivalent water thickness down to scalesof a few hundred kilometers,
atmospheric pressure must be known to an accuracy of i mbar or better. We
estimate errors in analyzed pressure fields and the impact of those errors on
GRACE surface mass estimates by comparing analyzed fields with barometric

surfacepressuremeasurementsin the United States and North Africa/Arabian
peninsula. We consider(1) the error in 30-day averagesof the pressurefield,
significantbecausethe final GRACE product will averagemeasurementscollected
over 30-day intervals,and (2) •he shor•-perioderror in the pressurefields which
would be aliased by GRACE orbital passes. Because •he GRACE results will
average surface mass over scalesof several hundred kilometers, we assessthe
pressurefield accuracy averaged over those same spatial scales. The atmospheric
error over the 30-day averagingperiod, which will map directly into GRACE data,
is generally < 0.5 mbar. Consequently,analyzed pressurefields will be adequate
to remove the atmospheric contribution from GRACE hydrological estimates to
subcentimeter levels. However, the short-period error in the pressure field, which
would alias into GRACE data, could potentially contribute errors equivalent to
1 cm of water thickness. We also show that given sufficiently dense barometric
coverage,an adequatesurfacepressurefield can be constructedfrom surfacepressure
measurements

alone.

1. Introduction

.responseto loading by atmosphericpressurecan cause

of up to 5 mm [e.g., Van
Most modern, high-precisiongeodetic measure•nents verticalcrustaldisplacements
Darn
et
al.,
1994],
and
the
direct
attraction of the atof time variable processescan benefit from accurate
mosphere
can
cause
surface
gravity
signalsof several
knowledgeof atmosphericpressure. For example, precisespace-based
positioningmethods(e.g., Global PositioningSystem(GPS), very long baselineinterferometry, satellite laser ranging, and sea surface altimetric
heights)requireestimatesof surfacepressureand temperature to model the dry air contribution to the signal
delay [e.g•,Rockenet al., 1993]. The Earth's elastic
Copyright
2001 bytheAmerican
Geophysical
Union.
Paper number 2001JB000228
0148-0227/01/2001JB000228509.00

/•Gals [Neibauerand Faller, 1992],both of whichcan
contaminate

estimates

of tectonic

motion.

Accurate

knowledgeof the atmosphericmassdistributionwill be
particularly important for the coming new generation
of satellitegravity missionsand especiallyfor the Gravity Recoveryand Climate Experiment (GRACE). At
scales_> 300 km, error in the atmosphericcorrection
will likely dominatethe error in GRACE measurements
of time variable gravity over land.
GRACE, under the joint sponsorshipof NASA and
the DeutschesZentrumfur Luft und Raumfahrt(DLR),
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is scheduled for a 2001 launch with a nominal 5-year

approach by comparing to barometric measurements

lifetime.

of surfacepressure. Wahr et al. [1998]simulateder-

GRACE

will consist of two satellites

in low

Earth orbit (an initial altitude of 450-500 kin) that
range to each other acrossa few hundred kilometers of

rors in the pressurefields by taking the difference between 30-day averagesof the pressurefields generated

separation using microwave phase measurements. Onboard GPS receiverswill determine the position of each
spacecraft in a geocentricreference frame. The geoid
estimate will combine the GPS location with ranging
information and subtract out nongravitational accelerations measured by onboard accelerometers. The resulting data will map the gravity field orders of magnitude more accurately and to considerablyhigher spatial
resolution than any existing satellite.
GRACE will resolve temporal variations in gravity
at length scalesof a few hundred kilometers and larger,
with accuraciesof better than 1 cm of equivalent water

by the European Centre for Medium-RangeWeather
Forecasts(ECMWF) and those generatedby the National Centers for EnvironmentalPrediction (NCEP)

thickness

the comparison as RMS error. Comparisons between

over land

and of a few tenths

of a millibar

or better in ocean bottom pressure and will produce
a complete global map once every 30 days. Temporal variations in gravity can be used to study a large
number of problems in several disciplines, from monitoting changesin water, snow, and ice on land to determining changesin ocean bottom pressureto studying

anddividingthat difference
by v/• underthe assumption that the fields are about equally accurate and that
errors are uncorrelated. In fact, the ECMWF and
NCEP pressurefields are likely to have errors in com-

mon, and thesewould not be includedby Wahr et al.'s
[1998]ECMWF/NCEP differences.To provideconti-

nuity with the previousanalysis[Wahr et al., 1998],
when comparingthe two analyzed fields in this paper,

wedividethe difference
of the twoby x/• anddescribe

measurements
andanalyzed
fields(withoutthex/• factor) will be referedto as RMS difference.Our analysis
assumesthat all atmospheric mass variations occur in
an infinitely thin layer at the Earth's surface,ignoring
the effects of the vertical mass distribution.

S. Swenson

and J. Wahr (Estimatedeffectsof the vertical distribu-

postglacialrebound(PGR) of the solidEarth. Compre- tion of atmospheric mass on time-variable gravity, submitted to Journal of Geophysical
Research,2000) show
that
the
thin
layer
assumption
introduces
errors into
givenby Dickey et al. [1997]and Wahr et al. [1998].

hensive descriptionsof these and other applications are

Contamination from the changingdistribution of atmospheric mass will be the limiting error sourcefor estimating changesin continental water storage at wave-

GRACE

estimates of surface mass with RMS

<1.0 mm

of equivalent water thicknesswhen averagedover all lat-

itudes (though RMS differencesat somehigh-latitude
locationscan be as largeas 2-4 mm). Also,our analysis
Analyzed atmospheric fields will be used to remove implicity assumesthat barometricmeasurements
have
the effects of the atmosphere over land from GRACE
negligibleerror. In the discussion
in section5 we will

lengthsgreaterthan •300 km [Wahr et al., 1998].

measurementsprior to constructing the spherical harmonic coefficients of the geoid, which will be the
GRACE final product. However, there will be errors in
those fields which will then map into errors in GRACE
residual hydrological estimates. The global RMS of
monthly variation in continental hydrologyis typically 3
cm of water and, locally, can be as much as 15 cm of water when averagedover circular areasof 300-km radius.
In order to recover the continental hydrological signal
with an accuracy of 1 cm of equivalent water thickness
the atmospheric pressure needs to be known to an ac-

curacyof 1 mbar (i.e., the atmosphericmassneededto
generate 1 mbar of pressure at the Earth's surface is

equivalentto the massof 1 cm of water) [Dickeyet al.,
1997]. The atmospheric
correctionwill not be appliedto
GRACE data over the oceansfor reasonsdiscussedby

show that this is a reasonable assumption.
We

examine

how

well

the

ECMWF

and

NCEP/National Center for AtmosphericResearch
(NCAR) Reanalysis models reproduce barometric
measurementsof surface pressurein two regions' the

United States and North Africa/Arabian peninsula
(Figure1). Both regionshaveareasof low and high
topographicrelief, but whereasthe United Stateshas
numeroushigh-quality barometric observations,pressuremeasurements
in North Africa/Arabianpeninsula
are sparserand havemoretemporalgapsand more and
larger outliers. We considerEgypt and the Arabian
peninsulabecauseboth have been proposedas focus
regionsfor verificationof GRACE accuracybecause
of
their extremely low precipitation and relatively simple
hydrologicsystems. The United States represents

Wahr et al. [1998],althoughthe atmospheric
pressure a best case scenario for observational constraint of
will be used(alongwith winds)to forcethe barotropic surface pressure, while the distribution of pressure
ocean model that will generate the combined bottom measurementsin North Africa/Arabian peninsulais
more typical of the global coverage.
pressure effect for the ocean areas. However, in applications where both GRACE data and altimetric sea surWhen estimating the effectsof atmosphericpressure
face height are to be assimilated the atmosphericmass errors on GRACE, it is useful to separate those errors
correction will have to be applied postprocessingto ei- into two components'(1) errorsaveragedover 30-day
ther the geoid or, more probably, the altimetric heights. intervals,which are relevantbecauseGRACE will averagemeasurements
collectedover30-dayperiodsto proThe main purpose of this paper is to estimate reliably the errors in analyzed pressure fields, which we ducegeoidmaps,and (2) short-periodpressureerrors,
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Figure 1. Locationmap depictingtopographyof the two studiedareas: (a) United States,and
(b) North Africa/Arabianpeninsula.
which will be undersampledby GRACE orbital passes 2. Preliminaries
and hence will not averageout entirely. In this paper
we will considerboth componentsof the final error. A
secondaryobjective of this paper is to verify whether
or not an accurate surface pressure field can be constructed from surface pressuremeasurementsalone.

To motivate this analysis, we first describethe characteristics

of GRACE

data

and how these data

will

likely be used to estimate surfacemassvariability. We
also discusshere the data sets used in this paper.
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2.1. Spatial Averaging

The Earth's global gravity field is commonly described in terms of the shape of the geoid: i.e., the
equipotential surface correspondingto mean sea level
over the oceans. The geoidcan be expandedin a spher-

ical harmonicrepresentation
as [Kaula, 1966]
cx•

MASS CORRECTION

In principle, an estimate of Aa at any individual
point (O,0) requiresknowledgeof the ACtm and AStra
valuesat all wavelengths.HoweverGRACE will deliver
30-daycoefficients
only up to about 1:100, and the ac-

curacyof thosecoefficientswill decreaserapidly with
increasing 1, so that pointwise estimates of A0. would

be too inaccurateto be useful. Instead, GRACE will
accuratelydeliver spatial averagesof surfacemassover
regionsof a few hundredkilometersand largerin scale.

1

/----0 m=--/

For this paper,we will follow Wahr et al. [1998]and

+SlrnSinm½},

(1)

constructthe spatial average:

where a is the Earth's mean radius, 0 and ½5are colatitude and east longitude, Ci,• and St,, are dimensionless
coefficients,and Pt,, is the normalized associatedLeg-

_50-(0,
O)
- f A0.(O',
0')W(?)
sin
0'dO'
dO',(3)

where3' is the angulardistancebetweenthe two points
Once every 30 days, GRACE will provide a geoid (0, 0) and (0',0') and 147(•7)isthe normalizedGausmodel (i.e., numericalvaluesfor Ct,• and S/,•) up to sian functiondevelopedby Jekeli[1981]and depicted
degreeand order (1 and m) of •0100,corresponding
to in Figure 2:
spatial scales(i.e., half wavelengths)of •200 km and
b exp[-b(1 - cos?)]
greater. Changesin Ct,• and S•,• are related to changes

endrefunction[e.g., Chaoand Gross,1987].

in the Earth'sdensitydistributionAp(r, 0, 0) via [Chao
and Gross,1987; Chaoet al., 1987]:

W(?)- 2vr 1- e-2b '

where

bASlm

-

47rapave(21
+ 1)

ß•t,•(cos
0) •

sinre0

ßsin0 dOde dr,

(2)

(4)

ln(2)

[1- cos(r•v/a)]'

(5)

Here W hasbeennormalizedsothat its globalintegral
is 1, and r•t, is the distancealongthe Earth's surface
at which W(?) has decreasedto half the value it had
at • = 0. We will refer to rw as the averagingradius.
GRACE

measurements will deliver accurate estimates

wherePave(=5517kg/m3) is the averagedensityof the of Aa for values of r•v of a few hundred kilometers and

Earth and ACt,• and ASt,• are changesin the spherical greater.
harmonic coefficientsof the geoid.
2.2. Data
Supposethat Ap is concentratedin a thin layer of
thickness H at the Earth's surface, which should be
The main purpose of this paper is to estimate how
thick enough to include those portions of the atmo- accurately the atmospheric contribution to the timesphere, oceans,ice caps, and belowground water stor- variablegeoidcan be determined.To do this, we comage with significantmassfluctuations. H thus approxi- pare analyzedsurfacepressurefieldsfrom ECMWF and
mately correspondsto the thicknessof the atmosphere NCEP/NCAR with surfacepressureobservations.We
and is of the order of 10-15 km.

Note that

because of

the radial integral in (2), GRACE will be unable to resolve mass anomalies at different radial positions and
so will be incapableof distinguishingbetweenwater on
the surface,in the soil, or in subsoillayers and will also
be unable to discriminate between water, snow, ice, or
atmospheric mass variations. This is the reason that
variations in atmospheric mass will contaminate esti-

alsoexaminethe possibilityof usingbarometricmeasurementsalone, without any input from the pressure
fieldsgeneratedby globalcirculationmodels,to reproduce the surface pressurefields. To examine each of
these issues,we use 6-hourly gridded global surface
pressurefields from 1998• 1460 fields in all. We use
NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis
data, sampledon 2.5ø x 2.5ø

globalgrids[Kalnayet al•, 1996],and ECMWF analy-

mates of continentalwater storage(if the latter are to sisdata, sampledon a globalGaussiangrid spacingof
be measuredby GRACE and the former cannot be ac- 1.125ø [ECMWF, 1995].Bothcentershavean analysis
curatelyeliminated).
at higher resolution;however,these data sets were not
BecauseH is much lessthan the shortest spatial scale availableto us and generallyare not availableto outside

provided
by GRACE,the factor(r/a) t+2 in (2) canbe
approximated as 1, so that ACt,, and ASt,, can be

users.

The analyzedpressurefieldswere comparedwith 6hourly barometricsurfacepressuremeasurementsfrom
fthinlayer
/k/9(r,
0,05)dr.Thatrelation
canbeinvertedthe N CEP global surfaceobservationsdata set. N CEP
to giveA0. in termsof the ACtm and AStra values,using collectsthese data on an operationalbasisto serve as
(14) of Wahr et al. [1998].
constraintson environmentalmodels, and some qual-

relatedto the changein surfacemassdensityA0.(0,O) =
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Figure 2. Jekeli's[1981]Gaussianweight functionfor radius rw = 250 km: map and cross
section. The cartoon depicts four observationsites below the Gaussian cap. In the crosssection
the shadedarrowsindicate the values of W(-/) that would weight the correspondingpressure
values. The weightedsum is assignedto the center of the Gaussian.

ity control is applied. A significantproblem arisesin
that many of these same data are also assimilated into
N CEP and ECMWF global circulationmodels,and so
the modelsand the observations
we are comparinghere

are not fully independent.Consequentlyit is difficult
to make a clear estimate of the true error in the mod-

els,but as we will demonstrate,
it is possible
to assign
upper and lower bounds to the error. The barometeric
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Figure 3. (a) Time seriesof surfacepresstirefor the stationsouthof Lake Nasser,Egypt. Shaded
stars representthe original time series;solid circlesrepresentthe time seriesafter outliers have
beenremoved.(b) Detail of Figure 3a.
measurementsare subject to transcription and other errors which

must be addressed.

Analysis(t)

We used a semivariance.

analysis
[Davis,1986]in whichthesemivariance
S2 ofall

3 observation
(t 4- 3 hours)
+ (1 -/3) guess,

measurementsspaced6 hours apart was estimated from
the data at a given site. Then all measurementswhich
differed from the temporally closest measurements at

where t is time and the guessis a 6-hour forecast ini-

the pressuremeasurementtime seriesand removedfrom

respectively. Because different observationshave differ-

tializedusinga previousanalysisat (t- 6 hours). Here
• and (1 - •) can be interpretedas the inversesquare
> 4S (99.95% confidence)were consideredoutliers in of the assumederror in observationsand the forecast,

the comparisons(Figure 3).
To compare the observed and analyzed surface pressure fields, we also need surface temperature and to-

ent assumederrors (e.g., radiosondesare supposedto
be more accuratethan satellitedata), the valueof/• is

not quite unambiguous. Most centersappear to have a
pography data for the analyzed field. For this we use "global"/• in the 0.3-0.5 range,in part becausethe real
ECMWF and NCEP/NCAR 6-hourlytemperatureand purposeof assimilatingobservationsinto theseanalyses
topographyfieldssampledon the samegrid as the corre- is not necessarilyto better describethe current state of
spondinganalyzed surfacepressurefields. All data sets the atmosphere but to serve as initial conditionsfor 10used in this paper were provided by the NCAR Data
day forecasts.Consequently,
the guessfield is weighted
Support Section(DSS) archive.
as much as or more than the observation to avoid initial
As already noted, the analyzed ECMWF and

NCEP/NCAR pressurefields are not independentof

"shocks"(i.e., unstableoscillations)in theseforecasts.

the surface pressureobservationswe will compare them
with becausemost of the available pressureobservations
3. Calculation of the Atmospheric
were assimilated into the models when constructing the Surface Pressure
Error

analyzed fields (96% of the observationsavailable in

the United States were assimilated, and 82% in North

We estimate the error in analyzed surfacepressure

Africa/Arabian peninsulawere assimilated). Roughly fieldsfrom ECMWF Analysisand NCEP/ NCAR Respeaking,the three-dimensional
(3-D) multivariateat- analysis by comparing them with surface pressureobmospheric analyses made by ECMWF and N CEP incorporate observations as

servations.

The GRACE

final error will be some com-

bination of the mean error over the 30-day averaging

VELICOGNA
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period and the error from unmodeled high-frequency
pressure variations that are aliased by orbital undersampling. The 30-day pressureerrors will map directly
into the 30-day GRACE averages. The aliasing error
will depend in a complicated manner on the GRACE
orbital configuration and cannot be predicted without
detailed

orbital

We will

simulations.

examine

two different

estimates

of the er-

MASS CORRECTION
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O.0065Rd/g,whereg is the gravitationalacceleration,
andRd(-- 287J K-• kg-•) is the gasconstantfor dry
air.

We first reducethe pressurefrom the four nearestgrid
pointsof the analyzedfield, A, B, C and D, from their
elevations(hA, hB, he, and hD) to the elevationhz of
the barometerlocation Z using(6). Then we calculate
the two-dimensional
Lagrangepolynomialinterpolation

ror: (1) the RMS differencebetweenmodel and ob-

of the four reduced values of analyzed surface pressure

servationsaveraged over 12 consecutive30-day periods

to the barometer

location

Z.

during 1998, and (2) the 6-hourly RMS difference(i.e.,
without time averaging)over that sameyear. Because 3.2. Gaussian Average of RMS Surface
the GRACE observationswill spatially averagethe mass
variations, we use the normalized averaging function

Pressure

Differences

To simulatethe signaldeliveredby GRACE, we calI47 in (4) to spatially averagethe error. The 6-hourly culate spatial averagesusing the Gaussianweighting
RMS difference does not map directly into an error in function describedin (4) and shownin Figure 2. We
the GRACE estimate of spatially averagedchangesin approximatethe GaussianaverageFc(P), about the
surface mass becausea high-frequencyerror in one re- point P, of a functionf definedonly at a set of N
gion will not necessarilybe aliased into a 30-day value discrete points, as
over only that same region. Still, the 6-hourly RMS
N
differences do provide some measure of the amplitude
of the aliased signal. We expect our 6-hourly comparFa(P)- i=•
(7)
N
isonsmay overestimate the total error sincethe process
of constructing30-day GRACE valueswill presumably
i=l
smooth out a significantfraction of the high-frequency
contributions.

where P is the center location

3.1. Interpolation
Barometer

of Analyzed

of the Gaussian

defined

by W("•') (see (4)), % is the angular distancebetween
P and the sampledpoint i, W(%) is the value of the

Pressure to

Locations

The analyzed pressurefields are defined on a regular
discretizationover the globe, whereasthe barometer lo-

weighting function at the point i where f is defined,
and N is the total number of discrete samples of f. In
our case, fi will be the differencebetween two different
surface pressure values at the location i. This difference is most often between the observed pressure and

cationsare irregularlyspaced.For this reasonwe horizontallyinterpolatethe analyzedpressurefieldsto the
barometerlocations(or viceversa)prior to calculating eitherthe ECMWF or NCEP/NCAR analyzedpressure
the RMS difference between the two. For these compar-

field, interpolated to the location of the ith barometer.

For comparisonsof the ECMWF and NCEP/NCAR
tions(i.e., (1) fromthe analyzedfieldto the barometer analyzed pressure fields with each other, the differlocationsand (2) from the barometricmeasurements
to ence is calculated after reduction and interpolation of
the modelgrid points). To simplifythe descriptionof the NCEP/NCAR analyzedfield to the ECMWF grid

isonswe will considerinterpolationsgoing both direc-

how the interpolation is performed, we describehere

points. Once we have computedtime seriesof Fo(P)

just the interpolationfrom analyzedpressurefieldsto

for both pressure fields at a point P, we remove the
yearly means from those time series and compute the

the barometer locations. The interpolation going in the

oppositedirectionis completelyanalogous.
Becausethe barometeris generallyat a different ele-

RMS

of the residual

difference

between

the two.

The

RMS differenceof Gaussianaveragesis evaluated at every 0.2ø interval of latitude and longitude over the relyzedsurfacepressureis first adjustedto the elevation gion of interest, using a 250-km Gaussian radius. We
of the barometerprior to horizontalinterpolation. For evaluate the RMS both for 30-day averagesof the presa givenlocation,we assumethe relationshipbetween suredifferencesand for the original6-hourly values(see
pressureat two differentelevations,h• and h2, corre- section1), using a Gaussianaveragingradius rw=250
spondsto that of a dry, hydrostaticatmosphereand a km, aproximately the smallest rw over which GRACE
uniformlapserate of 0.0065øKm-• [Haurwitz,1941]: will provide useful hydrological estimates.

vation than are the nearby model grid points, the ana-

sign (h 1 --h 2 )

1hx
- ho_
l)
p•(h•)
- pm(h•)
(1+0.0065

4.

T1

(6)

where p,•(hi) is the analyzedpressureat elevationhi,
T• is the surfacetemperature at height h• in øK, c• -

Results

4.1. RMS Differences of the 30-day Averages
Sample time series of observed data and interpolated
analyzed fields are shown in Figure 4 for two sites in
the United States, one in a low relief area and one in a
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mountainous region. Figure 4 demonstratesthe generally good agreementbetween the time series. The RMS
valuesof 30-day averagesof thesedifferences,computed
after removing the temporal mean, are contoured for
the United States in Figure 5a and b for ECMWF and

NCEP/NCAR analyzedfields,respectively.The RMS
difference is generally < 0.2 mbar in low-relief areas

for both ECMWF and NCEP/NCAR data and larger
in areas of high elevation. Larger RMS is expected at
high elevation becausethe coarse spatial resolution of

the models(> 100 km) is inadequateto resolvecomplex orographic effects on temperature, humidity, and
pressureand because(6) couldbe problematicfor large
vertical adjustments.
Figures 5c and 5b depict the RMS differencesfor the

MASS CORRECTION

at each barometersite (neededfor the vertical reduction in (6)) wasfirst interpolatedand reducedfrom the
analyzed fields.

There are other reasonswhy this comparison
is expectedto overestimate
the true errorin the analyzed
field. For example,thereare gapsin the observed
time
series(e.g.,Figure4), whereasthe analyzedfieldtime
series
werecomplete.
Consequently,
if at timet, one(or
more)of the fournearestbarometers
had no pressure
measurement,
the nextnearestbarometerwasused,potentiallyresultingin interpolation
oververylargedistances.Moreover,errorsin the reductionandinterpolation that werebiaserrorsgoingfromthe modelgrid to
the barometers
(andhencewereremovedby removing
the means)arenot necessarily
biaserrorsin the interpo-

30-day averagesover North Africa/Arabian peninsula. lation of barometersto the modelgrid becausedifferent
In this area the distribution

of barometers

is much less

stations are usedfor the interpolation at different times
during the year.
Hence,by interpolatingin both directionswe are able
tions often containlarge gaps. This partially explains
the RMS > 0.3 mbar in low-reliefsouthernEgypt. Oth- to approximateboth a lowerboundand an upperbound
dense than over the United States, and the observa-

areerror-free(see
erwise,differences
in low-lyingareasare generally,,- 0.2 estimateof error.If the observations
in section5), the true error shouldlie bembar for both ECMWF and NCEP/NCAR, except the discussion
where observationsare particularly sparseand in the
mountainous regions of the Turkish-Iranian Plateau.

tween thesetwo estimates. Figure 6a and 6b showthe
RMS difference evaluated at the model discretization for

of the ECMWF andNCEP/NCAR
Oneof the problems
with the comparison
depictedin the 30-dayaverages
Figure5 is that the ECMWF and NCEP/NCAR an- analyzedfield, respectively,in the United States. Com-

alyzed pressurefields are not independentof the sur- paring Figures 6a and 6b with Figures 5a and 5b, we
facepressure
observations
we arecomparing
themwith. note that valuesin Figures6a and 6b are generally
By calculatingthe RMS differenceat the ba,rmneter lo- larger but mainly < 0.2 mbar in the low-relief areas
cation, we are comparing to assimilated observations for both ECMWF and NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis.The
RMS differenceis larger near the coastlinesand at the
at the point where they have been assimilated. Conmarginsof the map becausethe meaninterpolationdissequently, the comparisondoes not necessarilyreflect
tance increasesnear the edge of barometriccoverage.
the accuracy of the analyzed fields where there are no
For North Africa/Arabian peninsulathe resultsof the
nearby observationsto assimilate, and we expect the
comparisonat the rc•del grid points are summarized
RMS difference calculated at the barometer locations
by
a map averagein Table 1 (Table 2 containssimito approximate a lower bound estimate of the error in
the analyzed fields.
To estimate the error in the analyzed pressurefields
where

there

are no assimilated

barometric

measure-

lar averages
for the UnitedStates).The map averages
for comparisonsat the model discretization are 40-90%
larger than for comparisonsat the barometer locations.

The RMS errorsbetween30-dayaverages
of ECMWF

ments, we also interpolated surface pressure observaand of NCEP/NCAR are shownin Figures7a and 7b.
tions to the grid discretization of the analyzed fields.
In the United States (Figure 7a) the RMS errors are
The analyzed fields "interpolate" the pressuremeasure- low, < 0.1 mbar, in low-relief areas. The RMS erments usingthe governingequationsof atmosphericcir-

rors from the analyzedfields(Figure7a) are substanculation and with the aid of other data sets(including tially lessthan the RMS differencesbetween the models
radiosondeprofiles and wind velocities, which are a sen-

and observations
(Figures5a and 5b and 6a and 6b),

sitive indicator of the pressuregradient). Hence the indicating either that the errors in the ECMWF and
analyzed fields should produce a very different (and, NCEP/NCAR analyzedfieldsarenot entirelyindepenideally, much more accurate) "interpolation"of the as- dentor that thereare nonnegligible
errorsin the baromsimilated barometric measurementsthan the simple La- eter observations.Also, the altitude differencebetween
grange polynomial we have usedhere. Consequently,by gridsis lessthan betweengrid and observations,
sopart
interpolatingbarometricobservations
to the modelgrid of the reduction of error could result from a decreased
and then comparing,we shouldget an upper bound esti- contributionof error introducedby verticaladjustment
mate of the error in the analyzedfieldsconsisting
of the using (6). However,we will showin section4.3 that
true error plus differencesdue to samplinglimitations this contributionis unlikely to exceeda few tenths of a
and interpolation error. The interpolation was done in millibar. Figure ?c showsthe RMS error from the two
essentiallythe samemanneras that from the modelgrid modelsfor NorthAfrica/Arabianpeninsula
region.The
to the barometer locations,except that the temperature RMS errorsare quite low throughoutthe entire area.
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Table 1. Map Averagesin North Africa/Arabian Peninsula,Includingthe RMS DifferencesCalculatedWith
Spatial Averaging and Without It. a
Interpolated
to Barometer Locations,

Interpolated
to Model Grid Points,

mbar

mbar

Gaussian

No Spatial

Gaussian

No Spatial

Average

Average

Average

Average

30-Day Average
ECMWF-

observed

NCEP/NCAR - observed
ECMWF - NCEP/NCAR
NCEP/NCAR 6-hour forecast- observed
(ECMWF + NCEP/NCAR)/2 -observed

0.36

0.70

O.43

0.71

0.26

0.62

0.48

0.63

0.21

0.37

0.48

0.67

0.34

0.65

0.26

0.59

6-Hourly Average
ECMWF

-

observed

NCEP/NCAR - observed
ECMWF - NCEP/NCAR
NCEP/NCAR 6-hour forecast- observed
(EClvlWF + NCEP/NCAR)/2observed

0.91

1.32

1.29

1.86

0.86

1.35

1.27
0.52

0.74

1.61

1.98

1.33

1.70

0.79

1.21

1.68

aln the caseof ECMWF-NCEP/NCAR, RMS erroris usednot RMS differences.For spatialaveraging,see(7); R - 250
km.

4.2. RMS Differences for the 6-hourly Values

that will map directly into GRACE estimatesof surface

masschange.This RMS is significantlylargerthan the
RMS of the 30-day averagesshownin Figures5a-5d.
In the United States, low-reliefregionstypically have
RMS < 0.5 mbar for both ECMWF and NCEP/NCAR
between
age. These maps provide information about the short- data (Figures8a and 8b). The RMS differences
period errorsthat will alias into the GRACE 30-dayes- the analyzed fields and observationsinterpolated to the
timatesin additionto the long-perioderrors(_• 60 days) model grid points (Figures6c and 6d) are larger than
The maps in Figure 8a-8d show RMS differencesbetween the 6-hourly values of the barometric measurements and the analyzed fieldsat the barometer locations
with no time averaging,using a 250-km Gaussianaver-

Table 2. MapAverages
in theUnitedStates,Including
theRMSDifferences
Calculated
With SpatialAveraging

and Without

It a

Interpolated
to BarometerLocations,

Interpolated
to Model Grid Points,

mbar

mbar

Gaussian

No Spatial

Gaussian

No Spatial

Average

Average

Average

Average

30-Day Average
ECMWF

-

observed

NCEP/NCAR - observed
ECMWF -NCEP/NCAR
NCEP/NCAR 6-hour forecast- observed
(ECMWF + NCEP/NCAR)/2 -observed

0.17

0.59

0.16

0.64

0.34
0.13

0.71
0.58

0.26
0.23
0.12
0.35

0.53
0.45
0.19
0.53

0.84
0.82
0.37
1.29

1.53
1.40
0.57
1.77

6-Hourly Average
ECMWF

-

observed

NCEP/NCAR - observed
ECMWF -NCEP/NCAR
NCEP/NCAR 6-hour forecast - observed
(ECMWF q- NCEP/NCAR)/2- observed

0.52

1.22

0.55

1.44

1.14
0.46

1.79
1.21

aln the caseof ECMWF-NCEP/NCAR, RMS erroris usednot RMS differences.
Forspatialaveraging,
see(7); R - 250

km.
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in Figures8a and 8b but they are generally< 1 mbar,
except in the Great Lakesregion. Figures 8c and 8d depict RMS -• 0.5 mbar in the Arabian peninsulafor the
NCEP/NCAR pressurefield and slightlylarger values
for ECMWF. LargeRMS (> I mbar) in Africa probably
reflects the sparse barometer distribution and gaps in
the timeseries. Table I givesmap averagesfor the comparisonsat the model grid points, which are 20-50%
larger than those of the comparisonsat the barometer
locations. The RMS error of the 6-hourly fields of the

two models(Figure 7d) is generallysmaller.
4.3. Error

Sensitivity

Analysis

MASS CORRECTION

16,429

RMS of the pressureif the elevation of the measurement
station

is within

-• 200 m of the mean

elevation

of the

nearest model grid pointsc However, when the station
elevation differs by > 200 m from the weighted mean

model elevation (as commonlyoccursin mountainous
regions),random errorsin the temperature field of the
order of IøK can influencethe pressurecorrection significantly.
For example, the station at Table Mountain Gravity

Observatory(TMGO) near Boulder, Colorado,is -•500
m lower than the weightedmean of the nearest ECMWF
grid points. A 1.5øK RMS temperature error at those
grid points would producea 0.2 mbar RMS pressureer-

We expect that some fraction of the differenceswe ror in the interpolation of pressureto TMGO. Boundary
have found between the observations and the analyzed layer effects can cause 2-m and 40-m estimates of air
fields is due to interpolation error, which would cause temperature to differ by 1.5øK RMS for the 6-hourly
values. Consequently, the 6-hourly values of interpoour RMS differences to overestima[e the true error in

the analyzed fields. In this sectionwe discusssome of
the possiblesourcesof interpolation error for the particular case of interpolation from the analyzed field to

lated pressurefrom ECMWF and N CEP/NCAR may

differ by a few tenths of a millibar solely because of the
different temperature levels used. However, the 0.2mbar error that might be attributed to the elevation
the barometer locations. The sources of error that arise
when interpolating the observationsto the model grid reduction representsonly -•15% of the total 1.35-mbar
RMS difference of the 6-hourly time series at TMGO.
points are similar.
Elevation reductionusing (6) requiresknown eleva- Consequently, most of the RMS difference at TMGO
tions for the barometers and analyzed field grid. Er- consists of a real discrepancy between the analyzed
rors in the elevationsof t,he analyzed pressurefields are field and barometric measurements,rather than errors

largely irrelevant becausethe model usesthose elevat;,ons in its calculations of surface pressure, but cataloguedelevationsof the barometersitescan be significantly erroneous.We checkedthe barometer elevations
by inverting (6) to solvefor the elevationthat best fit
the pressuredifferencefrom the nearest model points,
and we rejectedthosesitesthat differedby >20 m from
the catalogelevation(<10 out of >400 sites were rejected). A sensitivityanalysisof the error introduced
by an incorrectelevationreductionindicatesthat a 500-

in the interpolation/reductionof the modelpressureto
the station

location.

Note

also that

the Gaussian

aver-

aged RMS differencebetweenmodels and observations
in the vicinity of TMGO (Figure 8a) is much lessthan
1.35 mbar; this is becauseGaussian spatial averaging
reduces differences due to pressure variations on short
spatial wavelengths. This can also be seen by compar-

ing the "No Spatial Averaging"columnsin Tables I and
2 with the "GaussianAverage" columns.
Pressurein (6) also dependson the specifichumidm error in station elevation can increase the RMS with
ity (2 becauseT is in fact an approximationfor T(1 +
mean removed by as much as 1.3 mbar, whereas a 20-m 0.6078(2)[Gill, 1982]. The error introducedby the implicit assumption that Q - 0 could introduce up to
error would increasethe RMS by _<0.02 mbar.
In addition to the elevation change, (6) also de- 3øK RMS difference in equivalent temperature. Hence
pendson the surfaceair temperature.Differenttem- we expect that in low-relief areas the error introduced
peraturefieldswereusedfor the two models:for the by variable Q is negligible,but in areaswith high relief
NCEP/NCAR dataweusedthe modeltemperatureat this can add several tenths of a millibar to the pressure
40 m abovethe groundsurface,whereasfor ECMWF RMS. To further test the dependenceon specifichumidusingT(1+0.6078Q)
we useda 2-m air temperature(becausethe 40-m tem- ity, we calculatedRMS differences
and
surface
Q
from
the
analyzed
fields.
In low-relief arperaturefieldwasnot available
to uson the samegrid
eas
the
RMS
differences
changed
negligibly
from those
discretizationas the pressurefield). Note that the 40using
just
T,
but
in
high-relief
regions
they
were actum air temperatureis moreappropriatefor adjustment
ally
slightly
larger
after
correcting
for
Q.
Given
that
of the surfacepressure
to a newelevationusing(6) bewater
vapor
in
the
atmosphere
can
change
significantly
causethe 2-m surfacetemperature is subject to noise
on scalesof a few kilometers, this would suggestthat
due to boundarylayer effectsover continents.
Sensitivityanalysisof the error introducedby using the model discretization is too coarseto adequately conan erroneous
temperaturefieldindicatesthat a biaser- strain (2 for purposesof altitude correctionusing (6).
ror in temperatureproducesnegligiblechangein the We also examined the effect of a variable lapse rate.
pressure
RMS but that randomerrorscanhavea more An empirical relation between lapse rate and tempersignificanteffect. Randomerrorsin the temperature ature can be used in place of the 6.5øK kilometers-x

fieldof upto 10øKwill produce
negligible
changes
in the lapserate in (6) [ManabeandR. Wetheraid,1967].The
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Figure 9. Rms differencebetween the ECMWF and synthetic "observation"data sets in the

United States.(a) The 30-dayaveragesand (b) 6-hourlyaverages.
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Errors in estimation of surface pressure result in erchangein RMS pressuredifferencewasnegligible(averrors in the GRACE hydrology estimates that will lie
aging<0.01 mbar).

From this sensitivity analysiswe concludethat errors somewhere between two end-member contributions. If
introducedby interpolation of the analysisfield to the we assumethat there is no aliasing,so that atmospheric
barometer locations are negligible. In the worst case pressureerrors at periods < 60 days are nullified by
(i.e., using2-m air temperaturefor reductionin high- GRACE averages,then we needonly considerthe errors
relief regions)the contributionto the RMS difference in the 30-day averagesof the pressurefields. This is endis a few tenths of millibar, and so these errors can be member 1. The effect of aliasing high-frequency variations into the GRACE solution is more complicated. A
neglected.
short-periodpressureerror aliasedinto the GRACE 304.4. Surface Pressure
F•.eld From Barometric
day averagescan affectlocationswell outsidethe region
Measurements
where the pressureerror was located. These aliasing errors
are apt to be smaller than the short-periodpressure
An alternative means of removing the atmospheric
error
becausesomeof that error will indeed be averaged
mass contribution from the gravity field delivered by
out over each 30-day period. However,for end-member
GRACE would be to use the barometric measurements
themselvesto estimate the large-scale pressure varia-

2 we cannot rule out the worst case scenario that aver-

tions, particularly in regions(e.g., Antarctica) where agingis ineffective,and the RMS error of the 6-hourly
the accuracy of the analyzed pressurefields is suspect pressurefields will be fully aliasedinto the 30-day hy[Wahr et al., 1998]. To assess
the accuracyof surface drology estimates.
The largest source of uncertainty in our error espressurefieldsreconstructedfrom surfacepressuremeatimates derives from the fact that most of the presby interpolatingthe ECMWF analyzedpressurefields sure measurements used for comparison were also asto the barometer locations. Then we interpolated both similated into the analyzed fields. Comparisons where

surements,we created a synthetic "observed"data set

the original ECMWF fieldsand the ECMWF expressed the analyzed fields are interpolated to the locations of
the assimilatedbarometricmeasurements(the "lower
at the barometricsitesto a regular grid with ETOPO5
elevations[Rowet al., 1995]. The RMS differences
for bound"estimate)may underestimatethe true error bethe 30-day averagesin the United States are small, cause the RMS differences do not reflect possible er< 0.1 mbar, with slightlylargervaluesin the Rocky rors in regions where there are no nearby barometric
Mountainregions,• 0.3-0.5mbar (Figure9a). The measurements to constrain the pressure field. Hence

RMS differences
for the 6-hourlyvalues(Figure9b) are

alsosmall,< 0.3 mbar in low-reliefareasand < 0.9
in mountainous areas. Thus with an adequate barom-

eter distribution it would be possibleto reduce the

we also calculate

the RMS

difference

for the barometer

measurementsinterpolated to the grid points of the analyzed fields, where there may not be nearby measure-

ments(the upperboundestimate). Becausethe models
assimilate

other

observations

besides

barometric

mea-

atmospheric
contamination
of GRACE hydrologyestimatesto the equivalentof just a few millimetersof surements,the variance of the upper bound RMS preswater. However,this comparison
is perhapsoverlyop- sure differencesought to be larger than the variance of
timistic in that it assumesno gapsin data. Also, if
we wereto instrumentpoorlyconstrainedareasof the

the analyzed pressurefield errors.
Errors

in the barometric

measurements

cause our es-

timates to be either too large or too small, dependingon

globe,perhaps
a betteralternative
to usingthepressure
measurements
directlywouldbe to let NCEP and/or the effectiveness of the assimilation. For example, supECMWF incorporatethe measurements
intotheir oper- pose the barometric measurement error is large relative

ational databasefor assimilationinto the analyzedfields to the error in the analyzed fields and that the assimilation of pressuremeasurementschangesthe analyzed
and henceimprovethe modelsin thoseregions.
surface pressurefields negligibly. Then the difference
between the analyzed fields and measurementswill pre5. Discussion
and Conclusions
dominantly represent errors in the measurements,and
The accuracy with which GRACE can map the our estimates of the errors in the analyzed fields will be
Earth's gravity field is limited by several sourcesof inflated. On the other hand, suppose the assimilation
error, including system noise error in the satellite-to- is highly effective,so that the analyzed pressurefields
satellite microwaveranging measurements,accelerome- are forced to agree closely with the pressure observater error, error in the ultrastable oscillator, and orbit tions. The analyzed field would be forced toward the
error. The accuracy dependssomewhat on the orbital erroneous values at measurement sites, and the errors
configuration(on the altitude and spacecraftsepara- would be common to both the analyzed field and the
tion, fm example). However,systemdesignis suchthat observation,so they would not show up in the differthe atmosphericmass correction representsthe limit- ence. In this case, the difference would underestimate
ing factor when using GRACE measurementsto infer the true error in the analyzed field. This latter possichangesin water storageon land at wavelengthsof •300 bility that the error is underestimated most concernsus

km and larger[ Wahr et al., 1998].

here.
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Figure 10. Squareroot of the semivariance
of pressure
measurements
for the UnitedStatesin
0.1ø bins(shadeddots)andsmoothed
(solidline).

There are two potential contributions to observational error. One can be looselytermed as measurement
error. This includes, of course, errors in the barometric measurementsthemselves. Most present-daybarometers provide short-term accuracies of 0.08 mbar and
have long-term stabilities of 0.1 mbar yr-l, with overall

bin. The square root of the resulting estimate of semivariance is shown in Figure 10.
Note from Figure l0 that the semivarianceis approx-

imately independentof distance(i.e., uncorrelated)for
angular distancesgreater than •15 ø. At large separations the root semivariance convergesto the RMS of

uncertaintiesestimatedto be +0.15 mbar (C. Conquest, surface pressureover the United States. That largepersonalcommunication,2000). Unfortunately,there distance limit is between 6.5 and 7 mbar. The semican be other forms of measurementerror, includingtim- variance decreaseswith decreasing station separation
ing errors where measurementsare made slightly offset becausethe closertwo stations are to one another, the
to 0000, 0600, 1200, or 1800 UT but are assimilated
as though they were made at exactly one of those times

more correlated their pressure records will be.

(e.g., surfacemeasurements
by radiosondes,
whichcomprise20% of our stations,are sometimescollecteda few
hours after the targeted time if there is thunderstorm
activity or equipmentfailure).

root semivariancesimply reflects the measurement error. Figure 10 indicates that station pairs spaced<0.4 ø

To independently assessthe measurement error am-

plitude, we constructeda spatial semivariance
function
from the pressuremeasurements.The spatial semivariance is one half the mean square difference between
measurementsas a function of spatial separation(as
contrasted with the temporal semivarianceused earlier
for outlier removal, which is the mean square difference
as a functionof elapsedtime). To estimatethe spatial
semivariance,we paired each barometric station in the
United States with every other station, binned the station pairs according to angular distance between stations in 0.1ø (•11 km) incrementalbins, reducedthe
pressuresof one station to the elevation of the other
using (6), and summedthe squareddifferenceof all simultaneous measurements for all station pairs in the

In the limit

of two stations

at the same location

the

apart haveroot semivariance<0.7 mbar (10% of all U.S.
radiosonde sites and 8% of all other U.S. barometer locations are within

0.4 ø of another United

States barom-

eter). Also in Figure 10, the root semivarianceappears
to intercept the y axis (correspondingto zero station
separation)at no more than a few tenths of a millibar.
This suggeststhat measurement errors, including the
timing errors from radiosondes,are indeed of the order
of a few tenths of a millibar or less. Furthermore, this
is an estimate of the measurementerror at a singlesta-

tion and for a single6-hourly value. The effectson the
GRACE Gaussianaveragesshouldbe smaller,and the
30-day averagesshouldreduceeven further (compare,
for example,the valuesshownin the 6-hourly,No Spatial Averagingcolumnsin Tables 1 and 2 with the much
smaller valuesshownin the 30-day average,Gaussian
Averagecolumns).
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A secondpotential sourceof error in the pressureobservationswould be fine-scale spatial variability in the
pressurefield at wavelengthsshorter than can be describedby either the barometer distribution or the analyzed fields. Scalesthis short would be finer than needed
to correctGRACE data but might still be coarseenough
that a point measurementobtained with a barometer
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and NCEP pressure fields significantly underestimate
the

true

error

because

errors

in these

two

fields

are

partially correlated. We consideredways in which the
atmosphericcorrection to GRACE data might be improved, including averagingtogether the pressurefields

from ECMWF and NCEP/NCAR, whichshouldreduce
uncorrelated errors present in the two fields. Compar-

might be partially unrepresentative
of the pressurefield isonsof (ECMWF+NCEP/ NCAR)/2 to the barometat the scaleof the model grid. Short-scalepressurevari- ric measurementsare given in Tables I and 2. The imations would be aliased into larger-scalepressurevaria- provementis very slight (0-18% over the better of the
tion of the analyzedfield, and the resulting errors would two RMS differences)becausemost of the error in the
not show up in differencesbetween the analyzed field analyzed fields is correlated.
Another conclusion of this paper is that if the distribution
of barometers is sufficiently dense, then presPossible contamination by short-scale variability
sure
measurements
can be used independently of ancaused us to examine one other approach, standard in
alyzed
pressure
fields
to correct for the effects of atmeteorology,for estimating the absolutemaximum ermospheric
mass
variability.
Our analysis suggeststhe
ror in the analyzed fields: comparing the barometric
United
States
barometer
network
would be capable of
measurements with 6-hour forecast fields. The 6-hour
delivering
30-day
Gaussian-averages
of surfacepressure
forecastsuse the complete set of three-dimensional anato
an
accuracy
that
is
everywhere
better
than 0.5 mbar.
lyzed fieldsfrom time t-(6 hours)as initial conditions,
However,
the
interpolation
of
ECMWF
used to reconthen propagatethose fields forward to time t using the
struct
the
pressure
field
from
synthetic
"measurements"
dynamical equationsof the atmosphere. The input anmay give misleadingresultsbecauseshort-scalevariabilalyzedfieldsassimilateobservationstaken at time t-(6
hours), but the resultingforecastfield doesnot depend ity in real pressure observations could be erroneously
in any way on measurementstaken at time t. This aliased into pressurefields reconstructedfrom such obHence we also calculated
the error from
comparisonwill overestimatethe "true" error in the an- servations.
kriging
interpolation
of
the
barometric
measurements
alyzed fields, both becausethe analyzed fields at time
to
the
model
grid
points.
Kriging
uses
the
semivariance
t are certainly improved by the assimilation of obserproperties of a field to estimate the optimal interpovations taken at time t and because the observational

and barometric

measurements.

errors(which are presumablyuncorrelatedwith the er- la.tion[Davis, 1986]. The error in interpolatedvalues
rors in the forecastfields)will contributedirectly to the can be estimated as the dot product of the interpolation weights with the semivarianceat the corresponddifferences.
We examinedonly the NCEP/NCAR 6-hour forecast ing distances. We used the squareof the smoothedroot
semivariance shown as the solid line in Figure 10 and
found
that the averageinterpolation error in the United
to us. The map averagedRMS differencefor comparStates was 0.75 mbar. This error estimate implicitly inison at the barometer locations is 0.34 mbar for the
30-day RMS differenceand 1.14 mbar for the 6-hourly corporatesthe measurementerror (includingtiming erRMS difference over the United States, and 0.34 mbar rors), the errorsrelated to aliasingof fine-scalespatial
and 1.33 mbar, respectively,
for North Africa/ Arabian variations in pressure,and the error due to gaps in the
peninsula. Tables I and 2 also give the results of com- measurement time series. Furthermore, this 0.75 mbar
error representsmap-averaged error in the interpolated
parison at the model grid points.
All of the Gaussian-averaged,30-day RMS pressure 6-hourly value at a single point. The error in 30-day
differencesgivenin Tables1 and 2 indicate that the ana- Gaussianaverageswould be substantially s•naller.
Reconstruction of pressurefields from measurements
lyzed fields will be adequateto removethe atmospheric
could
be particularly useful for regions(e.g., Antarccontribution to GRACE estimatesof surface hydrologtica)
where
analyzedfields are particularly inaccurate,
ical masschangesto an accuracyof better than 0.5 cm
although
the
barometric networks in those regions are
of equivalent water thickness. The comparisonsof 6apt
to
be
far
less
densethan in the United States. With
hourly fields yield larger RMS differencesof between
0.4
barometers
per
10,000km2 area, it shouldbe pos0.5 and 1.6 mbar. The relevance of the 6-hourly valsible
to
obtain
an
accuracy
of •1 mbar. This approach
ues for GRACE, however,remains unclear. A detailed
might
be
suitable
for
postprocessing
of GRACE data
orbital simulation is required to clarify the temporalin
regions
where
national
or
local
barometric
data are
aliasing effects of short-period atmospheric error. In
not
real-time
telemetered
and
so
cannot
be
incorporated
any case, one should note that all of the results presented here are for data from 1998. The accuracy of into the operational databasesof the analyzed fields.

fields because the ECMWF

forecasts were not available

global circulation modelswill likely have improvedby
the time of GRACE launch. We alsonote that previous
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